
Adequacy of facilities for sports, games and cultural activities 

 

The moral fibre of our institute curtails that the overall development of an individual is 

incomplete without the integration of sports and extracurricular activities. This is aimed at 

the core belief of our institute that the overall development of an individual is incomplete 

if he/she is unable to succeed in both mental and physical demands/realms of life. 
 

The institute offers a platform to students to enhance and showcase their inborn creativity 

at the annually organised cultural event, wherein the students and the faculty in charge 

round up co-organizing a creative fest entailing an evening galore of dance, music and 

theatre which entails synchronized choreography, group dancing and multiple filler items 

to theatrical plays highlighting the social issues at hand and personalized solo events of 

singing dancing and stand-up comedy. For all to be effective, the institute provides 

adequate green rooms and an annual cap for expenditure on props and other items to take 

full effect in organizing the event. Dias, Mike arrangements, Podium, Banner for 

felicitation during the cultural meet are arranged by the institution too.  
 

The institute also offers an extensive area at its forefront in where the sports events and 

outdoor games are organized and commenced. Team sports of football, cricket and 

volleyball are provided with a space of full specification, wherein the students compete to 

showcase not only personal brilliance but also elaborating the traits of team work and 

leadership. The sport of badminton too is provided with a specified area for an open court.  
 

The team events of kho-kho and throw ball are conducted in an inner ground specific for 

sports requiring restricted area. The institute also takes pride in organizing athletic meet 

which encompasses all track and field events such as shotput, discus throw, long jump, 

100,200 and 400 m individual and relay races. 
 

For the purpose of indoor sports and games, the institute provides a set of table tennis 

tables along with rackets and other armamentarium required to host the event. The 

required essentials to organize events like that of carom, chess and musical chairs are also 

provided by the institute itself.  
 

During the course of time certain recreational activities are also planned and penned down 

by the institute for the staff to break the monotony such as antakshri, charades, 

interfaculty tug of war, sack race and three legged race. 

The boys and girls hostel also harbour’s a gymnasium which contains all the necessary 

equipment for the students and faculty to use to exercise and destress themselves. 

During and around this annual event, the students are provided with T- shirts and 

Separate uniforms for different faculty players are provided for interfaculty events by the 

institute. 
 

The highlight event of the week is the star night managed by the institution for the 

entertainment of the students and faculty at large.  


